The opilmili piilh cover problem IS In tind :I minlrnum oumhsr ,>i r'ertc\ dis~omt paths ailich r o g r l i~e r w x r r nii thc verriccs or the gmph. I n !his p1prr. (VC ?reseni ihni.ncitme ~l g o r~c h m s ior :he uplinxal path cover problem fur ihc clilis di block graphs and blpartltu permutsrlon ~raphs.
I. Introduction
The optimal path cover problem is to find a minimum number of vertex disjoint paths which together cover all the vertices of the graph. Finding an optimal path cover for an arbitrary graph is known to be NP-complete [3] . However, polynornial-time algorithms exist for trees [4] , cacti [4] and for interval graphs [9] . The solution presented in [2] For circular-arc graphs is known to be wrong. In this paper, we R. Srtkmf! ur a! . present linear-time algorithms for findine an optimal path cover o n bipartite permutation graphs and block graphs. The path cover problem finds applications in establishing ring protocois. code optimization, and mapping parallel programs to parallel architectures [4].
Bipartite permutation graphs
In this section, we assume that the given graph G=(S, T, E ) is a bipartite permutation graph [6] , where 3. Tare :he partite sets of the graph G. Proof. We will convert an arbitrary optimal path cover P into a contiguous optimal path cover as follows: We consider the two conditions in Definition 2.3 separately.
(1) Let s',s,s" be the vertices not satisfying condition 1. Without loss of generality, assume that s',sr' are closest to s from the right and left in the ordering of S in some path P, of P. Let s'-I-s" be the subpath of P,. From Definition 2.1, t is adjacent to s. Connect t with s and remove the connection between t and s" in the path cover. By repeating this procedure, we get an optimal path cover satisfying condition 1.
(2) Let sr and s't'. respectively. be the edges in P, and Pj of P, not satisfying condition 2. From Detinition 3.1. we know that sl' and s't are in E. Remove the edges st and s'r'from the path cover and replace them with st' and st. W e get two new paths P ; and P,' which cover the same ~s r t i c e s as PI and P,. By repeating this (or all pairs of edges which d o not satisfy condition 2, we get an optimal path cover which satisfies condition 2.
Hence, we can convert a n arbitrary optimal pa:h cover into a contiguous optimal path cover. O Remark 2.5. Let S = s i ,sl, ..., s I s and T = r l ,r2, . . . r l r J be the vertices o f S and T i n the strong ordering of G. Note that a contiguous peth P starting with a vertex sieS will be of the form sjtjsj+,rj+, ... skt,(sk+, 1, where I < i < k $ ISI, 1 < j < r < l T I . This follows from the proof given in 171 for the Harniltonian path. replace P q~n d P k 7 , with P; a n d P;. ,. \v!irre Pi. I = P I -, -P i . If Pi., starts from the vertzv r j + , then P; with replace P, and P,-, . which will contradict the optimality.
By repeatine the procedure for 311 nun m:iximum paths. we can set an optimal path cover in which each path is a rn:lximum path. B Algorithm 1 ( I ) Mark all vertices in S and T as not visited. Let P=0.
(2) While all the vertices are not visited D o (2.1) Let s and t be the first vertices in S ond T which are not visited.
(2.2) Let P, and P, be the m~x i m a l paths starting from s and t, respectively. Q=Maximum of P, and P,.
(2.3) P = P u Q . It is instructive to note that the minimum path cover number for the graph T ,$
need not be equal ro the minimum path cover number of G (Fig. 1) . We will assume 4'
. . , $1 that T is rooted at a cut nude. The nodes of Twill be visited in post order traversal. 
IP;,-i.'-c-c"-P,ta,.
(See Fig. 21 IF there is only one such path P~, E P , , then P , = PI, u P,,. ,
. . u~P~, , ) u ~.wP, ., \Jlp; , I f t h r r e~s no such path then P , . = P i . v 2 , + : U - then P,.=(P-P,)LIP,-L,-~,-~,-... -h,) else P , . = P w l h , -h 2 . . --11,; . else Let c,,c,. ... .r', be the children ot'r.. Let P,, . P,:. .... PC* be tllr optimal path covers oI G,,. G,:. . . C ; , ,~. respectjvely.
Let P P , . P C , be the paths that end in vertices c , , ,~,~, ... ,cir respectively.
T l~e a i : = i P & , c ; , -c , 2 -? , / , , , u (~' . ca -c. , > -r. ,~-P C ;~J V . . 
Conclusions
We have presented linear algorithms for the path cover problem on bipartite permutation graphs and block graphs. The earlier polynomial-time aIgoritIlms have been predominantly using greedy techniques and in our case. for the bipartite permutation graphs, we hove risod greedy methods while, for the block graphs, we have used the block cut vertex tree as the tool. The block cut verte.~ tree has been emerging as a paradigm for solving a number of problems in block graphs 151. While we have been successful in designing polynomial-time algorithms far this problem on intervalgraphs, block graphs etc., it is well known that minimal path cover problem is NP-complete even for chordal graphs. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate the complexity of the path cover problem on larger classes of graphs and identify a 'sharper dividing 1ir.e between P-and NP-completeness of this problem across different classes of graphs.
